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INTRODUCTION

This month’s report looks at Iran’s domestic Certificate Authorities (CAs), which websites and internet 
users rely on to ensure sensitive data remains encrypted. The Iranian government claims it needs 
domestic CAs because sanctions make it difficult for Iranian websites to buy digital certificates from 
abroad. But is this the whole story? 

In addition to addressing that question, this report features a new segment called #Filterwatch, 
tracking the trending Twitter discussions about internet filtering in Iran. We also have a roundup of 
statements from ICT policymakers and politicians, including plans for a new national satellite and 
an explanation of why ICT Minister Mahmoud Vaezi was reprimanded by MPs. 
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IRANIAN CERTIFICATION AUTHORITY

        

As we’ve written before, Iran has demonstrated a consistent interest in developing its own online 
services and platforms, including browsers, social networks, and search engines.

Amongst all of the new services being implemented by the government, domestic Certificate 
Authorities (CAs) may prove to be the most dangerous threat to Iranian users’ privacy and online 
security. 

CAs are official bodies that issue digital certificates, which are used in cryptography to prove the 
ownership of a public key. CAs are typically managed by trusted third parties. However, In Iran, the 
majority of them are owned by the government. 

brief history
The Islamic Republic of Iran Root Certification Authority (Rishe) is the official organisation responsible 
for the publication of Iranian root certificates. Rishe was founded on 22 October 2007 in accordance 
with Iran’s eCommerce regulations, and nested under the authority of Iran’s Centre for eCommerce 
Development. Rishe is overseen and licensed by Iran’s Certification Authority Council (ICAC).

ICAC is a policymaking body with the authority to regulate all CAs in the country. It also constitutes 
part of Iran’s Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). The ICAC has 15 members, most of whom are government 
representatives. They are listed below:

• Minister of Industries and Mines or his/her deputy (Head of ICAC)
• Deputy Minister of Justice
• Deputy Minister of Intelligence 
• Deputy Minister of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
• Deputy Minister of Economic Affairs and Finance
• Deputy Minister of Health and Medical Education
• Deputy Minister of Strategic Planning and Control
• Deputy Head of Iran’s Central Bank
• Head of Iran’s Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines & Agriculture
• Head of the State Organisation for the Registration of Deeds and Properties
• Head of Iran’s Computer Guild
• Secretary of the High Council of Informatics
• Secretary of the High Council of ICT
• Head of Iran’s Centre for eCommerce Development
• Three consultants introduced by the Head of ICAC and approved by a majority of ICAC 

members.

http://smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/u8/IIIP_July2014v2.pdf
http://smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/u8/IIIP_July2014v2.pdf
http://smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/u8/IIIP_Mar2015.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public-key_cryptography
http://www.rca.gov.ir/
http://www.ecommerce.gov.ir/
http://www.ecommerce.gov.ir/
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/PKI
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Figure [1] — Structure of Public Key Infrastructure (Source) 

Rishe is the only institution in Iran with the authority to grant other organisations and companies 
CA status. Currently, there are 4 CAs in the country. The only privately-owned Iranian CA is Pars Sign, 
which was founded on 14 June 2011. Table [1] lists all the CAs currently active in Iran.

Name of CA Type Organisation in charge Date of Establishment
Aam State Iran Centre for eCommerce Development 1388 (2009/10)
Pars Sign Private Amn Afzar 1390 (2011/12)
Iran Capital Market State Securities & Exchange Organisation 1393 (2014/15)
Mega Naft State Ministry of Petroleum 1393 (2014/15)

Table [1]

According to the Comprehensive Iranian PKI Documentation, applicants for these certificates must 
provide an Iranian National ID Number, which bars non-Iranians from applying. Also, the cost of 
these certificates varies from 120,000 IRR (4.20 USD) to 540,000 IRR (18.90 USD) depending on the 
type of certificate and who is applying for it. 

the risks of iranian cas
The main risk associated with Iranian CAs is that they are controlled by the Iranian government, 
which enables the authorities to read all data encrypted via certificates issues by these CAs. For 
instance, if an independent website buys a certificate from an Iranian CA, the government can read 
encrypted data sent between users and the website. 

This is particularly alarming because, as mentioned in Table [1], 75% of Iranian CAs are owned by the 
government. This gives the authorities considerable power to decrypt and monitor activities users 
believe to be private and secure. But this problem also affects Iran’s private Certificate Authority 
(Pars Sign) because, as figure [1] indicates, all Iranian CAs fall under the purview of the government-
controlled Iranian Certification Authority Council (ICAC).

It may be concern about the possibility of such government snooping that motivates some Iranian 
banks to avoid using Iranian CAs. Bank Melli Iran, for instance, relies on the Turkish CA TURKTRUST 
SSL to encrypt its communications. 

I R A N I A N  C E R T I F I C A T I O N  A U T H O R I T Y
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http://www.raahbartrust.com/Content/Files/IR_PKI_GRCA_CP_v4.0.pdf
http://www.parssignca.ir/index.html
http://www.gica.ir/
http://smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/u8/IIIP_July2014v2.pdf
http://www.icmca.ir/
http://www.meganaft.ir/
http://www.rca.gov.ir/my_doc/ecommercegov/download/IR_PKI_Profiles_v3.0.pdf
http://www.rca.gov.ir/my_doc/ecommercegov/Approval/Tariff.pdf
http://www.rca.gov.ir/my_doc/ecommercegov/Approval/Tariff.pdf
https://www.turktrust.com.tr/en/products/ssl-certificate/
https://www.turktrust.com.tr/en/products/ssl-certificate/
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The Iranian population, on the other hand, seems relatively nonplussed about the potential 
surveillance issues associated with domestic CAs. Indeed, few people have publicly raised concerns 
about these issues. 

the impact of international sanctions
The International sanctions against Iran have allowed the government to claim that domestic CAs 
are utilised because of restrictions on purchasing certifications from abroad; we cannot buy foreign 
certificates, so it’s better for the country if we have CAs of our own. 

There is some truth to this claim. International sanctions do restrict the ability of those hosting 
websites with .ir domain names to purchase digital certificates from abroad. There’s nothing inherently 
wrong with Iran creating domestic CAs to address this issue. It is rather the government’s control 
over ICAC, which oversees all Iranian CAs, that is cause for concern. 

conclusion
As mentioned above, the global norm is for certificate authorities to be trusted third parties, not 
national governments. Alongside domestic services such as the National Internet and Iranian social 
networks, domestic CAs enable the government to extend its control over cyberspace. 

Indeed, Iran’s Certification Authority Council (ICAC) gives the government influence over all Iranian 
CAs, the bodies that are supposed to be responsible for ensuring the security of Iranians’ online 
communications. In other words, domestic CAs give Iranians the illusion of online security, while 
empowering the government to monitor their communications and activities without issue.  

I R A N I A N  C E R T I F I C A T I O N  A U T H O R I T Y

http://smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/u8/IIIP_July2014v2.pdf
http://smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/u8/IIIP_July2014v2.pdf
http://smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/u8/IIIP_July2014v2.pdf
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INTRODUCING #FILTERWATCH 

Over the past few years, our IIIP reports have kept track of statements from politicians and ICT 
policymakers. This gives a good indication of the public debate over internet policy, but tells us little 
about how Iranian citizens feels about it. We aim to correct this oversight by looking at discussions 
about filtering policy on Twitter. To this end, we’ll collect and analyse all the tweets mentioning the 
top Persian-language internet filtering keywords, and provide an overview of the results in each 
month’s IIIP report. Once we’ve gathered a larger sample, we’ll have enough data to map some 
longer term trends regarding social media discussion of filtering policy. 

methodology
We used software to collect all the tweets in the month of April containing any of the following 
terms in english or farsi: ‘filternet’ ( نت نت ) ’and ‘internet censorship ,( فيل�ت ) ’filtering‘ ,( فيل�ت   .(سانسور این�ت
as well as  As we are focusing exclusively on Twitter - a platform that is banned in Iran - our sample 
will only include Iranians that are able to bypass the filtering system. As such, it will not be a 
representative sample of Iranian citizens, and we plan to make no general claims about how the 
Iranian public views internet censorship. Our aims are more modest: we want to expand the debate 
about filtering policy to include ordinary internet users along with politicians and policy makers. 
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The Global Conference on 
Cyberspace 2015 was held in the 

Netherlands, triggering a burst 
of discussion and commentary 

about Iran’s filternet. Mahsa 
Alimardani posted an image 
from the event, showing an 
attendee’s call to end Iran’s 

filternet.

April 16, 2015
April 18, 2015

April 30, 2015

This spike in discussions about 
the filternet wasn’t driven by 
any particular story. Some users 
shared government warnings 
about the monitoring of 
activists on social media sites, 
whereas others posted links to 
blog posts, and scattered items 
of commentary about the state 
of filtering in Iran.

A number of users posted 
about the government’s 

blocking of the high-profile 
evolutionary biologist and 

atheist campaigner Richard 
Dawkins’ website. 

# of Filternet Tweets in April 2015

#FILTERWATCH APRIL 2015

Top Tweets

@GEsfandiari Iran is one of the world’s top 10 censors. #Filternet #Iran 
http://t.co/pPNcGuIilG
36 Retweets

Contrary to reports, Kayhan.ir is not down, instead access has been blocked 
from outside Iran. #IranDeal #Filternet 
27 Retweets

BREAKING! #Google has been blocked in #Iran (Semnan, Khuzestan and 
many other cities) not Tehran, yet. #Filternet
15 Retweets

For those who don’t consider walls as obstacles List@Filtershekanha.com We 
can do it, just click and sign up
#Filtershekan #Filternet
14 Retweets

New series of VPN #Lantern and #Psiphon and tens of other VPNs, just send 
a blank email to list@Filtershekanha.com…
8 Retweets

@CDA

@ListenToUs

@ListenToUs

@ListenToUs

Most Active Users Most Common Tags

User

@ListenToUs

@AminSabeti

@filbaa

@JustAnIranian

@maasalan

Unique Tweets

16

15

14

10

8

User

#Filternet

#Iran

#filternet

#IranTalks

#فیلرتنت

Frequency

268

234

114

75

40
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CONTENT FILTERING AND BLOCKED SITES

• April 8: An individual who sold drugs via Facebook was arrested by Iran’s Cyber Police (FATA) 
in West Tehran. (Source)

• April 18: According to a report by ISNA News Agency, Iranians faced serious disruptions and 
slow connection speeds on Viber. According to the users, the disruption reached the highest 
level in the second week of April. These issues left many users unable to send any files at all. 
Those who could had to endure glacial speeds. (Source)

• April 20: According to a report mentioned on Twitter by Blogfa founder Alireza Shirazi, 
Blogfa's IP servers were blocked without any explanation. (Source) 

• April 22: In an interview with Ilna news agency, Ensaf News editor Alisaghar Shafiaan 
announced that Ensaf’s news website had been filtered. He went on to explain that he’d 
been notified about the filtering action by the company which hosts the website, and that 
no explanation was provided. Meanwhile, Small Media understands that users searching for 
Ensaf News’s website have been redirected here since the announcement. (Source)

http://www.citna.ir/news/173816
http://isna.ir/fa/news/94012911248/کندی-و-اختلال-جدی-در-وایبر
http://www.blogfa.com/newblog.aspx
https://twitter.com/alirezashirazi/status/590092592500596736
http://ensafnews.com
http://vista.ir/live/source/395/1/ensafnews.com/انصاف%20نیوز
http://www.ilna.ir/%D8%A8%D8%AE%D8%B4-%D8%B3%DB%8C%D8%A7%D8%B3%DB%8C-3/272318-%D8%A7%D9%86%D8%B5%D8%A7%D9%81-%D9%86%DB%8C%D9%88%D8%B2-%D9%81%DB%8C%D9%84%D8%AA%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%AF
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STATEMENTS FROM MINISTRIES
AND POLITICIANS

• April 6: The ICT Ministry reported that its helpline (SEPAS) received over 34,000 calls regarding 
constant disconnections and other internet issues over fifteen days of the new year public 
holiday. During this period, a total of 321 complaints were registered on their system. On an 
average day they received 2,282 calls, and resolved over 142 cases.(Source)

• April 6: .ir, the Iranian country code top-level domain (ccTLD) celebrated its 21st birthday 
according to Shargh Newspaper. In the past two decades, over 632,000 domain names have been 
registered  to the .ir ccTLD, including: co.ir, id.ir, sch.ir, ac.ir, org.ir, gov.ir. (Source)

• April 6: Gholamreza Dadashzadeh, deputy of the Communication Regulatory Authority of 
Iran (CRA) announced that the CRA will stop mobile retailers from sell unregistered SIM cards, 
and within two months the registration system will be based on National ID numbers. On 
April 7, 2015, he announced the implementation of the new phase for SIM card registration, 
which requires a national identity card. He also pointed out that beginning on March 28, 2015, 
individuals would need to show a national ID at the post office to register their SIM cards in order 
to keep their SIM cards active. (Source I) (Source II)

• April 6: Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has no Instagram account, a source close to the former Iranian 
president told YJC news agency. However, Small Media has found that a link to an Instagram 
account bearing the former president’s name appears on Ahmadinejad’s official website. 
(Source)

• April 7: Iranians spent over 90 million minutes on the phone to people overseas, according to a 
report by the Telecommunication Infrastructure Company of Iran (TIC). This 90 million minutes 
was evenly divided between outgoing calls Iranians made (45 million minutes), as well as 
incoming calls from abroad. This report also shows that price of international calls dropped by 
25% at end of the last year. (Source) 

• April 9: Mahmoud Vaezi, Minister of Information Communication and Technology (ICT) 
announced that a new national search engine is being developed and will be launched in May 
2015. This is in addition to the three national search engines already in operation. In addition, 
Vaezi answered a question about network disruption on Instagram, saying that it was caused by 
the Intelligent Filtering system. (Source)

• April 10: Vahid Sadoughi, head of Mobile Communications of Iran (MCI) announced that his 
company has been officially licenced to offer 3G and 4G mobile telecommunications technology. 
(Source)

• April 11: Saied Mahdion, deputy head of the National Cyberspace Center (NCC), announced a new 
policy for broadband development in Iran, but he did not mention specific details. In addition, he 
said the NCC also plans to support and develop a national data center. (Source)

• April 11: Appearing in Parliament to answer questions about network disruptions, Vaezi 
announced that disruptions in MCI’s mobile network have been resolved and that MCI’s network 
has been improved. He added that overall network quality has improved significantly since last 
March. (Source)

• April 13: Vaezi announced the government’s plans to design, build, and launch a national satellite 
by the end of this Iranian year. He explained that a national satellite is necessary to cover all the 
needs of Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB) throughout the country. (Source)

http://itna.ir/vdcb0fbf.rhbsspiuur.html
http://www.itna.ir/vdccm1q1.2bqpp8laa2.html
http://itanalyze.com/articles/2015/04/06/27796.php
http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2528211/مطابقت-کدملی-دارندگان-سیم-کارت-شناسایی-مشترکان-دارای-۱%DB%B0سیم-کارت
https://instagram.com/dr.ahmadinejad/
https://instagram.com/dr.ahmadinejad/
http://www.ahmadinejad.ir/%D8%A7%D8%AD%D9%85%D8%AF%DB%8C-%D9%86%DA%98%D8%A7%D8%AF-%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%AA-%D8%A2%DB%8C-%D8%A2%D8%B1-%D8%B1%D8%A7-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%D8%B4%D8%A8%DA%A9%D9%87-%D9%87%D8%A7%DB%8C-%D8%A7%D8%AC%D8%AA%D9%85/
http://tnews.ir/news/E51F39590513.html
http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2528529/ایرانیها-۹%DB%B0-میلیون-دقیقه-با-خارج-کشور-مکالمه-کردند
http://smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/u8/IIIP_July2014v2.pdf
http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2529685/دلیل-اختلال-در-اینستاگرام-رونمایی-از-موتور-جستجوی-جدید
http://www.isna.ir/fa/news/94012106461/صدور-پروانه-رسمی-3G-و-4G-همراه-اول-در-سکوت
http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2530038/تدوین-سیاستهای-توسعه-باندپهن-در-کشور-حمایت-از-دیتاسنترهای-داخلی
http://itanalyze.com/news/2015/04/11/27843.php
http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2533206/برنامه-ایران-برای-تولید-ماهواره-ملی-ثبت-نقاط-جدید-در-مدار-زمین
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• April 14: Mohammadreza Karimi, chairman of the internet committee in Iran’s Computer 
Guild said Iran never been under international sanctions that cover technology and 
telecommunications. However, he acknowledged that Iranians have had some issues when they 
use Microsoft and Google products from Iranian IP addresses. (Source)

• April 14: Members of Iran's Parliament have given Vaezi an official warning, which they call 
a ‘Yellow Card,’ due to delays in the launch of the National Information Network (SHOMA). 
According to Mehr News Agency, MP Nasrollah Pejmanfard and Morteza Agha Tehrani asked MPs 
to vote on whether or not they were satisfied with Vaezi’s answers. After the vote deemed Vaezi’s 
responses unsatisfactory, MPs agreed to give him a yellow card. (Source)

• April 17: Vaezi announced that SHOMA will be launched in Gilan province within the next six 
months. (Source) 

• April 17: Hojjatoleslam Mohi Aldin Bahram Mohammadian, Head of Iran’s Organization for 
Education Research and Planning (OERP) announced that starting next (Iranian) year, all students 
will be taught how to use email. Mohammadian added that over one million students will be 
using email by the end of March 2016. (Source) 

• April 19: Nasrollah Jahangard, deputy ICT minister, said Iran is the safest country in the Middle 
East when it comes to routing internet traffic. He added that Iran has great potential to route 
internet traffic terrestrially, instead of via underwater cables. (Source) 

• April 19: Jahangard announced that 9 million new high-speed internet connections had been 
created since 2011. This means Iran is half way towards achieving the aim of 18 million new high 
speed connections outlined in the Fifth Five-Year Plan (2011-2016). He added that Farsi content on 
the web constitutes about 0.9% of total online content. He hoped that by the end of 1394 (March 
2016) they will achieve the rest of the plan’s targets, which include providing internet access to 
over 60% of households in Iran (Source)

• April 19: Iranian Vice President Masoumeh Ebtekar announced that the Environmental Protection 
Organization will be equipped with systems to monitor the effects of satellite jamming. Iran’s 
government uses the satellite jamming against various Western media, especially Persian-
language news channels such as BBC Persian, Voice of America (VOA), and Manoto. Small Media 
published a comprehensive report on the topic in November 2012. (Source) 

• April 20: Regarding the cause of network disruptions on Viber, Sadoughi ruled out technical 
issues with MCI. He explained that there have been no technical problems with MCI’s network, 
and that since all other telecommunication operators are facing the same problem, the issue 
cannot be with operator. He suggested that the problem may stem from the software provider, 
which is Viber. (Source)

• April 21: In response to the ‘yellow card’ he was issued by MPs, Deputy ICT Minister Jahangard 
claimed MPs did not give him enough time to defend himself. According to Jahangard, the yellow 
card was issued because of an increase in internet bandwidth, not the status of SHOMA. It is 
unclear why increasing internet bandwidth would constitute grounds for criticism. (Source)

• April 21: Mohammad Reza Bidkham, business deputy of the Telecommunication Company of 
Tehran (TCT), announced that 75% of TCT customers are happy with their ADSL service. He also 
pointed out that the TCT reduced the waiting time for users calling the helpline to 3 minutes and 
would like to reduce this time to under three minutes in this Iranian year. (Source) 

• April 22: Mohammad Reza Mansouri, a project manager at MTN Irancell, announced that 4G 
is available in over 237 cities and towns. He also noted that MTN Irancell planned to make 4G 
accessible in over 500 cities and towns by the end of March 2016. (Source) 

• April 22: Mohammad Hassan Shaneh Sazzade, Director of Shatell, an ISP, announced that if they 
got a liscence to use Backbone or EDGE routing, they could provide high speed internet at one-
tenth of the current price. EDGE or Backbone licences allow internet providers to offer fiber optic 
connections to their customers. (Source)

• April 25: Blogfa founder Alireza Shirazi announced that over 1 million blogs were registered last 
(Iranian) year and over 942,000 blogs remained active at the end of 1393 (March 2015). (Source)

S T A T E M E N T S  F R O M  M I N I S T R I E S  A N D  P O L I T I C I A N S

http://isna.ir/fa/news/94012408168/پتانسیل-های-ایران-برای-تبدیل-شدن-به-بازار
http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2533997/یازدهمین-کارت-زرد-دولت-یازدهم-صادر-شد
http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2535888/دیتاسنتر-استان-گیلان-به-بهره-برداری-می-رسد
http://itanalyze.com/news/2015/04/17/27913.php
http://www3.irna.ir/fa/News/81576920/
http://rc.majlis.ir/fa/law/show/790196
http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2537509/سهم-محتوا-و-صفحات-فارسی-در-فضای-وب
http://smallmedia.org.uk/satjam.pdf
http://www.irna.ir/fa/News/81576183/
http://isna.ir/fa/news/94013112920/اظهارنظر-مدیر-اپراتور-اول-درباره-اختلالات
http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=13940201000378
http://ads.isna.ir/fa/news/94020100007/مردم-از-اینترنت-مخابرات-رضایت-دارند
http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2539193/شبکه-نسل-چهارم-تلفن-همراه-در-بوشهر-و-عسلویه-راه-اندازی-شد
http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=13940202000496
http://weblognews.ir/news/47721/بیش-از-۱-میلیون-و-۳%DB%B0%DB%B0-هزار-وبلاگ-جدید-در/
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• April 27: Sadoughi said over 20,000 MCI customers lost their service for failing to submit their 
National ID number. (Source)

• April 28: Vaezi announced  that the ‘yellow card’ issued to him was for increasing internet 
bandwidth, and not for delays to the launch of SHOMA. He announced that Iranians will learn 
more about SHOMA on World Telecommunication and Information Society Day 2015, on 17 May.  
Vaezi also declared that the government aims for Iranians to make use of the domestic SHOMA 
network for 80% of their online activities, utilising the global internet just 20% of the time. Based 
on the administration’s existing plan, the policy of the ICT Ministry is to expand Iran’s internet 
bandwidth. Vaezi stated that although the development of SHOMA's infrastructure proceeding 
at a rapid pace, different applications must still be developed in order to make effective use of it. 
(Source)

• April 28: Iran has the highest rate of mobile users in the Middle East, according to Kamran 
Bagheri Lankarani, the director of the International Health Seminar. Mr Lankarani added that 
Iran has over 83.2 million active SIM cards, 8 million smartphone mobile users, and more than 
40 million internet users. The International Health Seminar will be held from 17-18 May in Shiraz. 
(Source)

• April 28: Ayatollah Khamenei, Iran's Supreme leader, has been able to post videos on Instagram 
exceeding the 15 second time limit users are normally bound by. According to The Guardian, 
many Iranian users were puzzled as to how Ayatollah Ali Khamenei was able to pull this off. In a 
brief statement, Instagram told the Guardian: “We recently became aware of a bug that allowed 
some users to post videos to Instagram that are longer than 15 seconds. We worked quickly and 
fixed the bug.” 

• Small Media understands that a young Iranian software engineering student used this security 
bug to design app called “Uploadgram,” which allows Android users to upload videos longer than 
15 seconds. (Source I) (Source II)

• April 30: The first broadband network in Qom province was launched, in an event attended by Ali 
Larijani, chairman of the parliament of Iran, and ICT Minister Mahmoud Vaezi. Vaezi announced 
that broadband speeds in religious centres will become up to four time faster than speeds in 
other cities. Also Mehdi Ansari, Deputy ICT Minister, said that the bandwidth capacity in Qom has 
increased from 6 GBs to 25 GBs since last year. (Source 1) (Source 2)

S T A T E M E N T S  F R O M  M I N I S T R I E S  A N D  P O L I T I C I A N S

http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2563187/قطع-۲%DB%B0-هزار-سیم-کارت-همراه-اول-به-دلیل-عدم-ارائه-کد-ملی
http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2563989/واکنش-واعظی-به-کارت-زرد-مجلس-توسعه-پهنای-باند-ادامه-می-یابد
http://www.farsnews.com/newstext.php?nn=13940208000766
https://instagram.com/khamenei_ir/?utm_source=partner&utm_medium=embed&utm_campaign=video
http://www.theguardian.com/world/iran-blog/2015/apr/28/how-irans-supreme-leader-became-instagram-video-supremo
http://smallmedia.org.uk/sites/default/files/u8/IIIP_July2014v2.pdf
http://www.isna.ir/fa/news/94021006126/عبور-خبرساز-برنامه-نویس-ایرانی-از-باگ-امنیتی
http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2565179/بهره-برداری-از-نخستین-شبکه-باندپهن-استانی-در-قم
http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2565764/پهنای-باند-اینترنت-مراکز-حوزوی-چهار-برابر-می-شود
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• April 19: Ahmad Nakhjavani, a board member of the union for ADSL providers in Iran, had an 
interview in IRIB 2. The important points are listed below:

• Private Access Providers (PAPs) pay 40% of total ADSL costs to Telecommunication 
Company of Iran (TCI).

• Internet bandwidth has been increased 2 fold compared to last year, but demand still 
outstrips supply in Iran. 

• Mobile applications are changing the internet behavior of Iranians, with Smartphones 
increasing demand for internet access. (Source)

http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2537593/دلایل-کندی-سرعت-اینترنت-بستر-انتقال-مخابرات-پاسخگوی-نیازها-نیست

